
 

 

 

  

IR DETECTOR PRODUCT ENGINEER 

If you are interested, please send your 
application documents via the website:

https://vigo.com.pl/en/about-us/career/

 Why apply to VIGO? 
 
 We treat each and every application as an expression of the highest trust 

and give it the attention it deserves. We provide ALL applicants with an 
update on the application procedure as soon as possible. 

 The selected person will be offered stable employment, an extensive 
employee benefits package and opportunities for professional training 
and development.  

 We provide an elaborate induction process and make sure that every 
new VIGO Employee feels a part of our Team from the very first day. 

 

 As a Company, we have earned a reputation of a world leader in the production of infrared 
detectors.  
We have our proprietary technology as well as the facilities necessary to implement new 
solutions. 

 As a Team, we combine passion for scientific achievements with the pursuit for their business 
applications.  

 As Employees, we foster a friendly atmosphere and open communication, which help us respond 
to the needs of even the most demanding Customers. 

 If you would like to join us, we are currently looking for a person for the position of: 

 
What tasks will we entrust you with? 
 

 Technical accountability for released IR detector product groups in III-V and II-VI materials 
 Responsibility for technical integration of product fabrication process from epitaxy through wafer 

processing and detector assembly until packing for shipment 
 Drive product and process optimization in terms of quality, yield, output and cost via collaboration 

with cross-area engineering teams 
 Define product and process control strategy and set electrical and optical test specification 
 Coordinate failure analysis tasks, support disposition of Maveric lots and investigate root cause for 

eventual customer returns 
 Safeguard design for manufacturing in new product or new process development projects  
 Define requirements for Manufacturing Execution System (MES) and other production IT systems for 

process data acquisition and reporting to address systematic production issues 
 Support sales and marketing organizations to address technical customer queries 

 
 

What qualifications do we require? 
 

 Higher technical education in the area of microelectronics, material engineering or applied physics 
 At least three years of experience in semiconductor technology 
 Proven experiences with design of experiments, statistical analysis and manufacturing process control 
 Experience in production process continuous improvement and cost reduction 
 Experience in project and change management 
 Strong teamwork, communication and organizational skills 
 Ability to think outside the box and look at the big picture when dealing with challenges 
 Very good knowledge of Polish & English in both spoken and written (B2 level) 

 
 


